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The Old King is gone. 
Some say he passed peacefully in bed, ringed by the love of heirs and advisors alike. 

A fine end to a benevolent and compassionate reign. 
Others insist a terrible illness overtook him and that such an ugly end was befitting 
a tyrant king like him. Elsewhere come whispers of foul-play: of a knife, or poison 

or worse, at the hands of one of his rivals or, it is hushed in hurried tones, one of his 
children. 

There are those who claim the Old King is still alive and has secreted himself 
abroad on a kingly quest, in the company of his most trusted retainers, perhaps to 

return one day, triumphant. Or, that he has been glimpsed, in the distance,wandering 
the wilderness, wild-eyed and quite mad. 

All across the Kingdom rumour and hearsay are rife. 
Regardless, the Old King is gone and the kingdom’s crown has lain unclaimedand 

unworn for too long. In his wake four heirs have emerged as claimants to the throne. 
Each having allied themselves with a different 

faction of the land, each one at the head of a following. Now they rally and scheme, 
posture and march across this misty, dreamy place where time can move a little 

strangely. Where, a game of cards, one of wits and war 
they learned as children, in the castle, before they were estranged, 

seems to play out once more. 

You play as one of the Heirs of the Old King, trying, through strategy and cunning 
to accrue the most influence, out manoeuvre your rivals and claim The Old Kings 
Crown. This is a game of trying to deduce your opponent’s hidden cards so that 

when they are revealed you will end up in control of the terrority 
you need to succeed.
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COMPONENTS

1 Rulebook 1 Board 4 Faction Decks (Clans x19, 
Uprising x19, Nobility x19, 

Gathering x21)

4 Player Boards

16 Tactic Tiles 
(4 Per Faction)

Influence Tokens
(x30 one-value, 
x12 five-value)

4 Herald Tokens
(1 Per Faction)

4 Order Track Tokens
(1 Per Faction)

4 Hand Size Cubes
(1 Per Faction)

16 AI Cards
(Solo Mode)

4 Rules References

AIM OF THE GAME
The Old King’s Crown is played in a series of rounds, each split into four phases. During the course 
of those rounds players will be battling to amass enough victories on the battlefield, supplies for 
your people, political power and renown across the land. All of this is represented by a single 
currency, Influence (i). To gain Influence, players will be placing three cards per turn, one against 
each of the three Regions, and claiming a reward if they have placed the highest Strength card. If 
players accrue enough i (20 points in a 2 player game and 15 in a 3 - 4 player game) then they 
have enough power to claim victory and The Old King’s Crown for themselves.
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SETUP

1. Each player chooses a Faction, and arranges their four Tactic Tiles face up in front of them and 
place their hand size cube in the space designated on the Faction’s Player Board.

2. Then they take their Faction Deck and remove their l card and place it into the Site of Power 
(if you are playing as the Gathering, also remove your 2 Ritual cards, The Tooth and The Eye, and 
place them below your Tactics as indicated on their Tactic Tiles).

3. Next, players take their r aside, shuffle their remaining faction cards and make a draw pile. 

4. They draw four cards and add them to their r. This makes an opening hand of five cards. 
Five cards is also hand size limit at the beginning of the game.  

5. After this, players place their Order Tokens on the order track, with the person who won the 
last game going in the first position.  If not applicable then the oldest player and 
descending in age. 

6. Players place their Herald in front of them. 

7. Make a pile of i Pieces within easy reach of all players as the Reserve, and leave a space for 
the Lost Pile.

You are now set up and ready to begin.
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Before playing your first game, 
read your Tactic Tiles and your 
Decree card (d) to familiarise 
yourself and have a look at the 
other Factions too. There is a 
handy reference guide printed on 
the reverse of the Player Boards 
for clarifications as well as tips 
on how to play.
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SEQUENCE OF PLAY

The game is played in a series of rounds, each representing a year in the story of the world and the 
game. Actions are performed simultaneously unless specified that they are played, in order 
(See Order Track below). 

There are four phases in each round, each a season of the year. These are explained in more 
detail below.

1. Score any cards in the Court and any other cards that may gain players i.

2. Determine order. The player with the highest i goes in position one, placing their 
Order Token there, then the next highest player in position 2 etc. In the case of a tie, 
resolve to the left left of the tied player with the highest influence.  

3. Players draw up to their hand size limit. If they are ever unable to, they draw as many 
cards as they can, then they shuffle their Discard pile and flip it over to make a new  
Draw pile, move their hand size cube one space to the left on their player board, and draw 
up to their new hand limit. That player’s hand limit is now reduced by one for 
the rest of the game. If this is ever reduced below three they are
eliminated from the game.

1. Players place their Herald on a Location in a Region of their choice, in order. Multiple 
players may place Heralds on a single Location (See Placing Heralds pg 7).

2. Players now play one card facedown next to each Region.

ORDER TRACK - This determines play order for any 
rule played in order. It also is used to determine who 
plays first for Tactics (pg 9) and Ties (pg 8).

(Skip in the first round of the game.)
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1. All players reveal their cards in the Highlands at the same time.

2. Resolve the resulting Clash (See Resolving Clashes pg 7). Determine a winner (or tie 
etc). The player who wins that Clash then chooses a Location to claim in the Highlands 
and resolve in this order: claim i for their Herald (See Placing Heralds pg 7), claim i  
from the Location, and then they may resolve any Location specific effects. 

Repeat the process in the Plateau and then again in the Lowlands until all Regions have 
been resolved. 

1. Retire step. Players may Retire one of the cards they revealed this round (not cards in 
the Discard, Lost Pile or from their hand), if they wish. To do this they place that card in 
the Lost Pile. 

2. Resolve any outstanding card effects and/or Location effects, in order. Additionally 
players may Declare they are placing a War Machine (w) in a Region, in order. 

3. Players then discard the cards they played this round to their Discard Pile 
(remembering to always return their Heir (r) to their hand), and remove their Herald 
from the board. 

4. At the end of the phase, after all effects have been resolved, check to see if any player 
has reached the required amount of i to win the game (In the case of a tie, ties are won 
by the player with a card in the Court). If no players have the required i,begin a new 
round and repeat until a winner is declared. 

Note: Players do not draw up to their hand limit now. This is done in the Spring Phase.

If a player wishes to use a deployed w or use effects that specify 
unrevealed cards (e.g. an Ambush Tactic), they must Declare (See 
Declarations pg 9) this before revealing the card in that Region, 
resolving in order.

Your r represents the leader of your Faction. They can be played 
every round and always go back to your hand which gives you a 
fighting chance even if you draw low Strength cards next round.
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PLACING HERALDS

RESOLVING CLASHES

In this example, the Nobility was first on the Order Track 
and placed their Herald on the Castle. The Clans and 
the Gathering placed their Heralds in the Wilderness 
and Harvest Field respectively. The Uprising also placed 
their Herald on the Castle, hoping to steal influence from 
the Nobility. 

If the Uprising were to win the Highlands Region, they 
would gain 1 extra i for their Herald and steal 1i from 
the Nobility as well as gain the Location rewards (if they 
claimed the Castle instead of the Wilderness). However, 
if the Nobility won, the Uprising would be stolen from. 

In either of these cases the Clan’s Herald would not 
affected as they are placed in a different Location.

In this example When the cards are revealed, the Nobility and the Gathering tie for victory with 
their Heirs (r) 10 cards. The Clans would have won with a Strength of 11 but the Uprising 
player played a f which knocks the Clan’s Agent (a) out of the Clash and into the Lost Pile 
leaving them with a Strength of 0.        

Heralds can also be used as a tool of misdirection, tricking opponents into believing you are 
going to be playing to win that region. No Crown has been gained by telling the complete truth.

The player with the highest Strength value (See Anatomy of a Card pg 4), which is their revealed 
card plus any Declared (See Declarations pg 9) War Machine/s (w) or Tactics added together, wins 
the Clash. However, it is important to note the Traits (See Traits pg 11) of the cards involved.

Heralds represent the factions posturing for power. Whether it is throwing a lavish banquet, an 
assembly of protestors or an army amassing menacingly on a hill. Placing a Herald in a Location 
acts as a statement that you aim to win the Region and choose that Location as a reward. If 
you do, gain 1i for your own Herald, from the Treasury. Additionally, you steal 1i from each 
opponent who has played a Herald in the same Location.
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RUSES

As the Nobility and Gathering are tied, they both choose to play cards facedown in order and 
when revealed the Gathering wins, choose the Harvest Field and gain 3 i (1i for their Herald 
and 2i for the Location reward). 

ACTIVE & RESOLVED CLASHES: Once cards 
have been revealed next to a Region they are 
considered part of an “active” Clash. Certain 
cards and Tactics can influence an active Clash, 
while others affect resolved Clashes. Clashes are 
considered “resolved” in one of three ways for each 
player: a win, a loss or a tie. 

THE GOLDEN RULE: If text on a card contradicts the rules in the book, for example with each 
faction’s d, then the text on the card takes precedence.   

GATHERING NOTE: A tie does not 
count as a loss for any loss benefits 
you may gain. If you choose not to 
play a card and any other factions 
involved do however, it will count as a 
loss for you, no matter the outcome of 
the resultant Clash.

The Ruse card acts as a continuation of the existing Clash and so takes into 
account all the other Strength values involved. It allows you to see what your 
opponent/s have played before deciding to play a card and be involved in the 
Clash, or to Retreat. This is done in order. For example, if a player revealed a 
Ruse card and noted that another player had revealed a a then they could play a 
f, knocking that opponent out of the Clash. 

If the player chooses the Retreat option, they remove their Herald and no longer 
count as being involved in the Clash (this does not count as a loss).

If a Clash results in a tie between players then they may choose to engage in another Clash to 
resolve the Region. In order the players who are tied can elect to play another card face down. 
Once all the players involved in the tie have opted in or out then the those players reveal them as 
before. If a player chooses not to play a card to the new Clash, they count as having a 
Strength of 0.  

NOTE: This is considered a new Clash and as such the Strength and Traits of any previously 
played cards or effects does not count towards this new result. This continues until either a 
winner is declared or the result is a tie (either by players both refusing or unable to play another 
card).   
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WAR MACHINES (w)

When a War Machine (w) is placed during the Winter phase, it is played 
face up next to the Region the player wishes to deploy in. In the Summer 
phase, cards are placed as usual but with the War Machine underneath 
still showing. This may be used during the Autumn phase and the 
player/s must Declare (see Declarations below) if it is being used or not 
in order before the cards are flipped. If a w is used, it adds 5 Strength 
to the Clash and is discarded in Winter. If it is not used, it stays in that 
Region for future rounds and is not discarded, but it adds no Strength to 
the Clash. 

War Machines may also be played to a Clash as a regular card for its 
Strength of 5.

In The Old King’s Crown you play as one of 
the heirs to the throne, each leading their own 
powerful and distinctive faction. To represent 
this, each player has 4 Tactic Tiles, which are 
placed face up in front of them at the 
start of the game.

These are powerful one-use abilities that give 
each faction boons and bonuses to reinforce 
their armies or manipulate opponents. Tactics 
Tiles are flipped once used. They can be 
refreshed by using the Site of Power. 

If a player wishes to use a Tactic or a deployed w they must Declare their intention.  In case of a 
Declaration, check the ORDER TRACK. If the player is in the first position then they immediately 
perform the action. If they are in any other position then they must check if anyone ahead of them in 
order wishes to play a Tactic/use a w first. If any player in a higher order position does play a Tactic, 
then the Declaring player does not have to continue with their action. Otherwise, perform the action.

TACTICS

DECLARATIONS

Every Faction has an Ambush Tactic. This may be 
played in order at the end of the Summer Phase 
after all cards have been played to the board. When 
played, choose an opponent and swap the placement 
of two of their face-down cards in different Regions. 
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When a c is placed at the Court, it removesv any other 
cards here to their player’s Discard Pile. 

Each Spring Phase score 1i for each c you have at 
Court. Players may only have a maximum of 1c in the 
court. The only exception to this would be the Nobility 
using The House Endures Tactic (see Tactics pg 9).

When you choose the Wilderness Location as 
a reward, you may place a f,m,c or x that 
you have played or from your hand into the 
Site of Power. 

A f or m is worth 1 power.
A c is worth 2 power.
A x is worth 3 power.

When a total of 3 Power is reached on your faction’s Site, you must remove those cards to the 
Lost Pile and may place your faction’s l into your hand, or refresh a previously used Tactic Tile.
Any surplus Power does not carry over and is lost.

To win the game a player must have the i total required (20 in a two-player game, 15 in a three/
four-player game) at the end of the Winter phase. If more than one player reaches and retains 
the goal amount of i by the end of a round then the player with the most i wins. If players 
are tied then whoever has a card in the court is declared the winner. Otherwise the game is 
considered a tie and The Old King’s Crown remains unclaimed...for now.

COURT

SITE OF POWER

WINNING THE GAME
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TRAITS

Your Deck is made up of a variety of followers, each with their own Traits which can affect 
gameplay. Each is detailed below.

f

m

w

c

r

x

l

j

d

a

Followers (STR 1 - 3, QTY x6): These make up the bulk of your loyal supporters, 
drawn to your cause.

Cavalry (STR 4, QTY x2): Your fast moving mounted troops who outflank and outmanoeuvre 
when allies get stuck in prolonged engagements. When played after a resolved tie in the 
Region, they have +4 Strength. This increases for every tie i.e If you tied twice in a Region and 
then played a Cavalry, it would gain +8 Strength for a total of 12.

War Machine (STR 5, QTY 1): A threat that if given time to set up properly, can contribute 
to a decisive blow. Can be played as usual to a region or may be Deployed in Winter face up 
against a Region. Can be used in a future Clash to add its Strength to a played card. Must be 
Declared to be activated or not before cards in that Region are revealed. If activated, 
discard in Winter.

Captains (STR 6 - 9, QTY 4): These are the notable names and charismatic personalities that 
support your cause They can be placed into the Court when choosing the Castle as a reward 
for winning the Highlands Region.

Heir (STR 10, QTY 1): The head of your faction and claimant to the crown. Each seeking to 
make the kingdom their own. This card is never discarded or sent to the Lost Pile and will 
always come back into your hand in Winter if it has been played to the board.

Champion (STR 11, QTY 1): Your Heir’s trusted right hand and their most powerful ally.

Agent (STR 11, QTY 1): These characters prefer to operate quietly, away from the prying eyes 
of rival followers. Very powerful if they remain undetected. If they come up against a Follower 
(f) in a Clash, they count as having a Strength of 0 and are immediately removed to the Lost 
Pile.

Legend (STR 12, QTY 1): A potential ally of mythic renown, willing to help you if you send 
enough souls to quest and seek them out. Can only be gained by winning in the Highlands 
Region, choosing the Wilderness as your reward and removing other cards to your 
Site of Power.

Ruse! (STR N/A, QTY 1): A deceiving fake! Allows you to see what others have played before 
deciding to either Reinforce, by playing another card from your hand to the Clash, or Retreat, 
and avoiding the fight entirely, taking your Herald with you and removing it from the board if it 
was played to the same Region.

Decree (STR N/A, QTY 1): Each faction has their own specific Decrees which grant powerful 
abilities when used correctly. 
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GLOSSARY

Highlands - The topmost Region containing the Castle and the Wilderness.

Plateau - The middle Region containing the Harvest Field and the Battlefield.

Lowlands - The bottom Region containing the Shrine and the Necropolis.

Clash - A battle between players with cards played against a Region.

Active Clash - A Clash where cards have been revealed but a result has yet to be decided.

Resolved Clash - A Clash that has been resolved into a win, loss or tie.

Strength - The number on a card this used to determine the winner of a Clash. Highest 
Strength wins.

Power - How much a card is worth when it is played into the Site of Power using the Wilderness 
Location.

Region - A group of two Locations separated into the Highlands, Plateau and Lowlands.

Location - A place within a Region that players choose as a reward if they win that Region.

Deploy -  Cards with Deploy may be played face up to a region in Winter. A Deployed card may be 
used in a future round to add its Strength to a Clash. Before revealing cards in a Region, in order, 
players must Declare whether or not they are revealing their Deployed card. 
Deployed cards that have been revealed are discarded as normal in Winter.

Blockade - Place this card on a Location in the Region in which it was played. There can only be 
one Blockading card in a Location at a time. Remove a Blockading card when the condition on the 
card is met.

Revealed - A card that has been flipped face up after being played face down against a Region.

Unrevealed - A card that has been played face down against a Region but has not yet been flipped 
face up.
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FAQ

LOCATIONS

Q) Can I have more than one card in the Court?

A) No, unless an ability or card specifically says otherwise. When you place a card in the court you remove 
any card(s) that were previously there, including removing your own c, replacing it with another. An 
exception to this would be the Nobility’s Tactic, The House Endures, which allows them to add an additional 
c card to the court if they already have one there. Regardless of how many cards are in the court however, 
a single opponent’s card choosing the court and placing a c there will remove all cards in the court to their 
owner’s Discard Pile.

Q) Do I have to use a location’s printed ability?

A) No, these are optional. For example you may claim the Necropolis but decide not to trigger its printed 
ability if you have no or low value cards in your Discard Pile.

CLASHES

Q) What happens when two or more players have War Machines deployed in the same Region?

A) Before revealing your placed cards you check the Order Track and Declarations take place. The player 
closest to the first player position Declares first if they want to activate their War Machine and then the next 
player in turn order etc. Once all Declarations have been made cards are flipped and revealed as normal.

Q) Who Declares first between someone who wants to use an Ambush Tactic and someone who wants 
to use a deployed War Machine?

A) The Ambush Tactic would be used first as it triggers in the Summer phase after all cards have been 
placed. The War Machine Declarations take place before each Region is resolved, in the Autumn phase.

Q) What happens if no player can play a card to resolve a tie? 

A) No rewards are chosen by any player, the outcome of the region is termed a tie and play moves on to the 
resolving the next Region.

Q) What happens if I choose not to play a card to a Clash after a tie?

A) You count as having a Strength of 0 for that Clash.

Q) If I Retreat from a Clash with a Ruse, does it count as a loss?

A) No, Retreat is a separate resolution state to a win, loss, or tie -  where it does not count as you being 
involved in the Clash at all. If you Retreat in a Region with your Herald, you remove the Herald before the 
Clash resolves.

Q) What happens if I don’t have a card to play from my hand and I want to Reinforce with the Ruse?

A) If you do not have the cards then you cannot Reinforce and so must Retreat.
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DECREES

Q) If both The Gilded Wall and Raid and Raze are revealed in the same clash which one 
takes precedence?

A) The Gilded Wall creates an unalterable tie and therefore Raid and Raze cannot win the tie and is 
discarded in Winter.

Q) If both The Gilded Wall and the Black Powder Ploy are played when there are Captain (c) cards in 
the Clash, which wins?

A) As The Gilded Wall creates an unalterable tie, the clash counts as a tie. However, any Captain cards 
played will still get sent to the Lost Pile which can trigger the Uprising’s Take The Power Back tactic.

Q) If the Raid and Raze and the Black Powder Ploy are played when there are Captain (c) cards in the 
Clash, which wins?

A) The Raid and Raze creates a tie with the highest Strength value in the Clash. However the Black Powder 
Ploy has no Strength value and simply states that it wins if the condition is met. Therefore, the Black 
Powder Ploy would remove any Captain  cards and win the Clash.

CLASHES

Q) If the current clash is tied and the Clans want to play Startling Battlecry, but another player wants to 
change the current Strength total using a faction’s school Tactic type (School of the Sap, for example) so 
that it is no longer a tie, which Tactic takes precedence?    

A) The School Tactic. This is because it is affecting the active Clash, whereas Startling Battlecry applies to a 
Clash that has been resolved as a tie.

Q) If I trigger Take the Power back, do I draw the extra card immediately?

A) No, it will increase your hand size starting in the following Spring phase.

Q) If I want to declare my use of School of the Streets and someone else has a deployed War Machine in 
the Highlands Regions, who chooses first?

A) The School of the Streets would be declared first, then the War Machine player would decide whether or 
not to activate their War Machine. The War Machine is always the final thing done just before flipping 
cards in a Region.

Q)What happens if two or more players wish to play a Tactic that affects the active Clash at the same 
time? For example: the School of the Sap and the School of the Stones?

A)You would check the Order Track. The player closest to the first player position would have to choose first 
if they wanted to use their Tactic. If a player later in the order track wanted to play a Tactic, they would check 
with the players before them in turn order first (see Declarations pg 9).
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TURN ORDER

RULES QUICK REFERENCE

1.  Gain i for cards in the Court or any other cards/Tactics that gain i in the Spring phase.

2.  Rearrange the Order tokens on the Order Track. Draw cards from your Draw Pile up to hand 
size limit.

3.  Draw cards from your Draw Pile up to hand size limit.

1.  Play Heralds down on a Location in order. 

2.  Play one card from your hand against each of the 3 Regions.

1.  All players flip over their cards simultaneously for the Highlands Region.

2.  Determine winner and claim rewards.

3.  Repeat this process for the Plateau Region then the Lowlands Region.

1.  Retire a played card (if you choose).

2.  Place all cards played this turn into your Discard Pile, except from the Heir (r) which is 
always returned to your hand, and remove Heralds from the board.

3.  Play any w you have in your hand to a Region or Tactics in order.

Repeat the seasons until someone has the amount of i necessary for victory at the end of the 
Winter phase.

Deploy -  Cards with Deploy may be played face up to a region in Winter. A Deployed card may 
be used in a future round to add its Strength to a Clash. Before revealing cards in a Region, in 
order, players must Declare whether or not they are revealing their Deployed card. 
Deployed cards that have been revealed are discarded as normal in Winter.

Blockade - Place this card on a Location in the Region in which it was played. There can only 
be one Blockading card in a Location at a time. Remove a Blockading card when the condition 
on the card is met.

SPRING

SUMMER

AUTUMN

WINTER


